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KV 2/1479-1, page 43

The main address of Amt VI is Berkaerstrasse 32-35, Berlin Schmargendorf …
Stubaf Doerner is well known to us as a W/T officer at RSHA.
He was first reported in September 1942 abd probably, as stated, is head of VI F, the training
and technical section. He works in close collation with Stubaf Sieben (AOB = Siepen), and
definitely responsible for W/T and sabotage training.
KV 2/1479-1, page 48

Mayr was recruited in spring 1940 and Werner Rockstroh, W/T operator of Franz
operation, at the end of 1942.

Mayr.
A few weeks after his mobilisation in April 1940 as a platoon commander in signals
unit, Mayr was instructed to report to the office to the office of the Führer’s Military adjutant
in Berlin. From there he was taken to the H.Q. of Wehrmacht at Tirpitzufer 81, where he and
other officers were handed over to officials of the S.D. and sworn in.

Mayr, having no particular language qualifications and having spent a short time in
Russia, was posted to the Russian section (VI© or (e), where he met Ramon Gamotta.

There seemed no prospect of interesting work in Russia at the time, so both decided to
volunteer for service in the east.
There was no Eastern Section then and they were directed to sub-Section VI (h) which
dealt with Semitism Freemasonry and Press, under Haputsturmführer Hagen, who was
succeeded by Herr Emm about June 1940. The latter had formerly belonged to an Abwehr
Aststelle.

Mayr and Gamotta eventually got themselves accepted for service in Persia, but Mayr
has affirmed that the S.D. were unable to give them any accurate information about the
country. Nor did they receive any training in intelligence work, W/T or sabotage methods up
to the time they left for Persia via Russia in October 1940. They were given no contacts, no
definite assignments, nor were there any courier arrangements. Brigadeführer Johst, head of
section VI merely told them first to get to Persia and there to become acquainted with the
country. Instructions would follow.
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KV 2/1479-1, page 49

At the end of February 1943 Rockstroh and his companions were sent to the S.D.
Signals centre at the Havel Institut at Wannsee, where they were given special training and
were later divided up between Wannsee, Koeningsberg, Auswitz and Ostwitz, and practiced
between these stations.
This was in order that the W/T members of the Franz operations could practice with
and learn the mannerisms of their opposite numbers who were to remain in Germany.

It was not until about 2nd March that Graefe (Heas of Section VI) told them that they
were going to Persia.
(The party left Simferopol to carry out the operation on 29th March)
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KV 2/1479-1, page 55

Grünewald.
HQ VI Bureau of the SD.
Headquarters of VI Bureau (AOB=Amt) are situated in House No. 32 in the
Berkaerstrasse in Grünewald, according to Köndgen in a school taken over by the military
authorities.
Other technical offices are in House No. 6 in the Delbrückstrasse in Grünewald.
Personnel under instruction are billeted in House No. 10 in the same street.
Establishment.
No information has been obtained on the number of personnel employed in these
offices.
House No. 32 in the Berkaerstrasse contains, amongst others, the offices of Col.
Schellenberg Major Col. Gräfe and Cpt. Schuback.
Blume has described House No. 6 in the Delbrückstrasse as follows:Basement
Store-room for sabotage equipment
Workshop
KV2/1479-1, page 59

Holzapfel states that the members of the permanent staff apologised to him for the
rather rough and ready state of affairs at the Institute adding that the station had only existed

for about half a year. Holzapfel arrived in Wannsee in mid-February, 1943, which means that
the station was formed in August 1942.

It would be logical to conclude that the Havel Institut only ? the main SD W/T Station
in August 1942.
KV 2/1479-1, page 59

Establishment.
Personnel sent to Wannsee from the Special Coy (AOB, Kompanie) in Oranienburg in
mid-February, 1943, did not come into contact with any other persons receiving W/T
instruction except one young woman, during their course at the Havel Institut.
They state that the permanent staff was about 30 including 6 or 7 women.
The Havel Institut is contained in a park surrounded by a high fence, the top stands of
which are barbed. As far as is known, the main gate is the only entrance. There are three
buildings.
The Guard House at the gate, where every visitor must ?? before being allowed to
enter. This consists of one room with a store-room on the right, portioned off.
The Administrative building, about 15 metres from the Guard Room on the right
entrance. It contains four rooms.
Diagram of Administrative Building:See according sketch
This house is of the villa type; it is likely that the upstairs rooms have gabled ceilings.
↓
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KV 2/1479-1, page 59 continuing

The main Building (House No. 72), also about 15 metres from the guard room on the left, and
30 metres from the Administrative Building, is a two-storied house of the medium size,
containing more rooms than house No. 60. There is probably a store-room in the cellar; the
telephone exchange is on the ground floor, also a room in which Grille and Köndgen cached
their W/T equipment, Major Siepen’s office with reception room is on the 2nd floor and also
another room in which Köndgen underwent an ear test.
KV 2/1479-1, page 61

Other installations at Wannsee.
It appears that there is another Institut in Wannsee known as the “Institit für Radio
Forschung” or Radio Experimental Institute.
Köndgen thinks that this is in fact a Radio Monitoring Station.
It consists of what appears to be an old three-stored school with a separate concert hall
(Tonhalle) in addition.
All employees appear to be civilians and include many foreigners, among whom
Köndgen heard, were Russians.
Sub-para would indicate that Köndgen’s assumption that this is Institute is in fact a
Radio programme Monitoring station is correct.
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KV 2/1479-1, page 62

KV 2/1479-1, page 63

SD.
Stephan Transmitter (20 watt)
Radione R3 Receiver

Air Transport.
.
Blume is of the opinion that the same crew (AOB, of Gartenfeld’s KG 200) brought
over the “Dora” expedition as they were they were employed by the Abwehr and SD.
KV 2/1479-2, page 53

S.S. office in Wilhelmsstrasse.
Incorporated signal Traffic H.Q.
Gruppenführer Sachs.
Head of S.S. office above
Havel Institut, Wannsee.

S.D. W/T station – Rockstroh, Strauss, Grasper and Schottstadt did fortnight’’s course
here beginning/end of February 1943
Sturnmbahnführer Sieben AOB = Siepen!)
Head of Havel Institut.
KV 2/1479-2, page 57

…..The speed at which the documents had to be translated after they were found was
responsible for many mistakes and omissions. An attempt has been made to correct most of
these in this commentary and Mayr’s explanations as to the people represented by the various
symbols have brought out clearly the varying shades of guilt (AOB, guilt within an occupied
country?) of the Persian members of the fifth column. This is particularly important in view
of the joint Anglo-Persian investigations proceeding at Sultanabad.
(AOB, my perception: an example of typical colonial arrogance (ignorance) versus pride and
sovereignty of an occupied territory!)
KV 2/1479-3, page 3

While Mayr was being interrogated on this document, he revealed that when the Allies
entered Persia, Schulze and his wife tried to flee to Afghanistan, but were caught by the
Persian police on the frontier. They were brought to Tehran, and because they were
considered to be diplomats, they were housed in the Swedish Legation and told to wait until
an exchange could be arranged. They then fled from there and went into hiding.
KV 2/1479-3, page 26

Mayr says that the courier affair was a continual swindle on the part of Naubakht, who
kept promising one, but never fulfilled his promises. “Young messenger B’ should read ‘the
you courier’. Mayr cannot remember which.
AOB: Naubakht is the same person who in August 1943 betrayed Mayr to D.S.O. CICI!
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KV 2/1479-3, page 28

Document No. 113.
From Kawasaki (written in English). ‘Iranian acquaintance’ whom Mayr could trust
was Sayid Naghibzadeh, who is also referred to as ‘Mr. T’. The letter itself is selfexplanatory, but should be read in conjunction with the relevant entries of the diary for this
period.
AOB: Kawasaki was an intelligence member of the Japanese Embassy in Teheran before
Persia had been occupied by the Allies. Being expelled and returned via Afghanistan to
Tokyo.
KV 2/1479-3, page 38

Document No. 160.
From Mayer for eventual transmission to Berlin. ‘Yangtzekiang’ is a book by
Loendorff used for a code.
KV 2/1479-3, page 39

Document No. 169.
From Schultze (AOB read Schulze-Holthus) to Mayr (‘7031’). ‘A’means Ankara.
Mayr does not know who ‘Colonel N’ is, General Rhode and Admiral Marwitz were in
Ankara as were Major Schulze-Barnett and Lt.Col. van Gelder-Crispdorff, Frau Schulze had
already reached Ankara.
KV 2/1479-3, page 40

Document No. 179.
A bad diagram by Vaziri of the house which is not occupied by Major Chrisholm, at
that time head of C.I.C.I. Persia sub-centre in Tehran. The neighbourhood is however correct.
Mayr himself had no idea which ‘pirates’ had taken him and knew none of the names of his
captors.
↓
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KV 2/1479, page 44

Document No. 206.
… ‘100’ is General Zahedi and ‘brother of the host‘ Khosrow Khan Qashgai. This is
perhaps one of the most interesting documents in the series. (AOB, KV 2/1941, PF 66124)
KV 2/1479-3, page 46

The Mufti of Jerusalem
Rashid Ali Gailiani CC 93,994
Ettel (Former German Minister in Persia) (AOB: Minister stood for Ambassador)
Grobba (Former Minister in Iraq)
Hentig (von Hentig who was in Persia in the war of 1914-18
Kaspar
Geldern v. Crispendorff (Former German M.A. in Persia)(AOB, M.A = Military Attaché
↓
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KV 2/1479-3, page 51 - 56

The Case of Franz Mayr
The story of Franz Mayr and the German agents associated with him in Persia remains
necessary incomplete as interrogations are still proceeding in Teheran and a number and a
number of agents remain at large, but enough is known to render an account possible although
points of contradiction and obscurity still remain. The plot of this story is one of some
complexity but substantially the tale is as follows:
The outbreak of war found Mayr, a men of 29, occupying a secretarial post in
one of the commercial organisations of the Reichsgruppe Industrie. Attached in December
1939 to the German Commercial Mission in Moscow, he returned to Potsdam in February
1940 to join a Signals Unit as platoon Commander but, following orders from the office of the
Führer’s Military Adjutant in Berlin, he was transferred within a few weeks to the
Sicherheitsdienst. Here he met Ramon Gamotta and together they volunteered for service in
the Middle East, although neither of them had in fact any specialised knowledge of the area.
They were, so Mayr claims, romantics imbued with the desire to emulate in this war the
exploits of Lawrence in the last.
At this time, the S.D. had no special section dealing with Middle-East matters and its
interests, such as they were in this region, were handled by sub-section of Amt VI which

ordinarily concerned itself with Jewish matters, Free Masonry and the Press! There was
much delay before the details of their mission, which was desired for Persia, were settled and
for a time both Mayr and Gamotta, bored with inactivity, returned to their Regiments. A last
hitch occurred when Von Ettel, the German Minister in Teheran, objected to their journey,
and this was only overcome by placing them under the Minister’s supervision, although
ostensibly they were to act as employees of a German travel firm in Teheran.
In October Mayr and Gamotta at last reached Persia singularly ill-equipped, however,
for their mission they were without any specialised training in intelligence and without any
directives as to what they were expected to do. The delays and disappointments they
experienced before setting out on their mission were repeated in Teheran where they were
obstructed by their own Embassy and refused its diplomatic facilities for their
communications with Berlin. Matters were not made any easier by the characters of Mayr and
Gamotta who, equally ambitious and temperamental, not infrequent disagreed on what should
be done in furthering their intelligence activities.
The occupation of Persia by Russians and ourselves in August 1941 took the german
colony by surprise as did it Mayr and Gamotta whose plans were as yet unformed although
they had profitable spent the intervening months in making contacts among Persians whose
goodwill was later to stand them in good stead.
Early in September 1941, Mayr now working independently of Gamotta – who,
incidentally, escaped to Germany this year – left the German Legation where he, along with
the German colony, had taken refuge and went into hiding on the outskirts of Teheran for
most of the winter of 1941-42. (AOB, nowhere noticed that he had worked for Schenker)
There he remained politically inactive until March 1942 when he sought out the Japanese
Minister who was friendly but uncooperative. When, however, the Japanese left the
following month for home under Allied pressure, they handed over five W/T sets to Mayr and
some much needed cash. Mayr in turn gave them a letter for the German Embassy in Tokyo
with a situation report and a suggestion that the Kamaradschaftsdienst Marine programme
should be used as a channel of communication with him. Enclosed a code to be operated if
suggestion was accepted, Mayr asked that his letter should be acknowledged over this
greetings programme to which he regularly listened; and this, according to Mayr, was
subsequently done. Mayr claims that this scheme to use greeting broadcasts was original.
Whether or not this is so, this method of one-way communication has met with considerable
success in Mayr’s case, and may well be used to-day as a regular procedure in the case of
other agents. Further light on this would clearly be of interest and Mid-East have been asked
to interrogate Mayr and his associates on the matter.
Mayr was now actively increasing his contacts with certain prominent Persians,
including well-placed Government officials and high ranking Army officers. Prominent
among them were the influential Deputy for Shiraz, Habibullah Naubakht (AOB, KV 3405 PF
600013, exists but is not downloadable), and General Zahidi, G.O.C. for the Isfahan area,
both of whom became actively identified with Mayr’s pro-Axis activities. Mayr’s main
problem, and it was no easy one, was to bring about some measure of agreement among his
Persian friends, since their mutual jealousies and conflicting ambitions not only hindered his
schemes for organising an effective Persian fifth column against the Allies but menaced his
own personal security.
He was also anxious to reestablish contacts with Germany. Money was running short
and Persian loyalties are dictated by notoriously long pockets. Further Mayr badly wanted an
operator for one of the W/T sets given by the Japanese which he had handed over to Berthold
Schulze (AOB, not Berthold but Bernhardt!) an Abwehr agent who, formerly German
Consul in Tabriz, had fled to Southern Persia where, keeping in touch with Mayr, he had
encouraged disaffection among the Qashgai tribe, whose Khan and his brother were not
averse to assisting German intrigues if in turn they could be promised greater political
autonomy when the German Army arrived.

Mayr did succeed in contacting a Teheran merchant in August of last year who,
engaging in smuggling activities in his travels across the Turco-Persian frontier, was also
ready, for adequate consideration, to act as Mayr’s courier to the German Embassy in Ankara.
It was some month before the Persian merchant returned and while he was away Mayr,
betrayed by one of his closest associates, narrowly escaped capture by the British when on
visit to Isfahan last November (AOB, 1942). As it was, his papers were seized and disclosed
the names of a large number of individuals in almost every class of Persian society of an
extensive fifth column net-work directed against the Allies. It was largely on this list that
some 150 arrests were recently ordered in Persia, an action appears to have a salutary effect
on an internal rapidly getting out of hand, both politically and from the point of view of Allied
security. (AOB, he suggests as if the Isfahan list directly gave access to names, though, it was
only after Mayr’s arrest that CICI came to know who-was-who behind cover-names!)
When Mayr’s courier returned from Turkey last December ge did so with money but
without message. This came later over a KDM greetings (AOB, KDM =
Kamaradschaftsdiemstmarine) broadcast to 7031 which was Mayr’s number. The message
itself was in code – the code suggested by Mayr in his letter to the German Minister in Tokyo
– and it revealed that a special courier was on his way to Teheran. Nothing, however, came of
this; the courier did not arrive but vanished before he could be interviewed and, although in
somewhat odd fashion he left behind a pill wrapped tightly round with paper, no message
could be elicited from the contents. Mayr was therefore forced to send his Persian merchant
on a second trip to Ankara. Stressing again his urgent need for wireless operator, he
suggested three alternative landing grounds and evolved a plain language code for use on the
KDM broadcasts when Berlin was ready with his plans. So when, in March of this years
(AOB = 1943), Mayr heard a message announcing the birth of a daughter at a particular hour
of the day (AOB, Mayr was not married nor had he children) to one Friedrich Hardeisen, he
knew that the operation which was intended to supply him with his operator and equipment
would be carried out at the end of March in an area some 70 miles South East of Teheran.
This Franz Mission, as it was called, duly landed on 30th March and made its way by
camel and motor truck to Teheran where Mayr was contacted. Mayr was considerably taken
aback when he found that, instead of the one W/T operator for whom he had asked, he had
been provided with a party of no less than six Germans, four of whom were trained W/T
operators Mayr’s view is that the undertaking was originally conceived as an Abwehr affair –
presumably because his request for a W/T operator had been made on behalf of Schulze who,
it will be recalledm was an Abwehr officer – but that the Sicherheitsdienst had insisted on
being represented, so that in the end the larger party was sent, four of whom were S.D. men,
including:
Untersturmführer Ernst Blume, its leader
The Franz Mission came prepared to sabotage the Trans-Iranian railway
although Blume was the only among them to have had any sabotage training, and then only
very superficially. Sabotage activities were, however, the last thing Mayr wanted. He
consisted his creation of a Fifth Column in Persia the best way of assisting the german war
effort and that acts of sabotage could only serve to undermine his political plans which were,
as he described them, “to obtain a certain indirect control in Persian politics to enable him to
thwart British policy in the short run and to assist a German advance through the Causasus in
the long”. If the tribes were incited to act of sabotage against railway, as to protest, there
would be an inevitable clash between them and the central Government, which Mayr was
above all anxious to avoid as it could serve to antagonise his Persian friends in the high places
upon whom he largely depended not least of all for his continued immunity from arrest.
Mayr successfully persuaded Blume, if not to change, at least temporarily to postpone
his original plans, and Blume, together with Köndgen, the only Abwehr W/T operator in the
party, set out towards the end of June for South Persia where in the Bakhiari country they
were to set up a W/T post where messages on troop movement, Aid to Russia convoys and the

position of oil wells were to be transmitted to Teheran for forwarding to Berlin. This party of
two – undertaking Dora’(AOB, Unternehmen, Unternehmung), as it was called – was
reinforced by Berlin, on the night of 2st/2nd August (AOB, 1943) with arms and equipment.
Meanwhile, Mayr was organising his new communications with Berlin. His three
remaining W/T operators were each assigned two houses and by moving them alternatively
from one house to the other and employing them in rotation on transmissions which were
never allowed to exceed three quarters of an hour in any day, Mayr hoped to prevent the pinpointing of their sets. Contact with the Havel Institut, the S.D. wireless control station near
Wannsee, was established early May and this service, Group 13/39 as we know it today,
continued operating until Mayr and members of the Franz Mission were arrested in August
last through Persian informers.
While all this was going on, the S.D. in Berlin were planning an expedition to
Southern Persia, and a party of four – three Germans (two of whom were W/T operators), and
a Persian interpreter whose brother is under suspicion in this country – were landed in the
region Shiraz in the middle of July. Mayr, who was refused details of this undertakening by
Berlin, concluded that its personnel were to be kept so far as possible outside his control.
That Mayr counsel and cooperation were not sought does perhaps suggest some form of
friction in the higher councils of the S.D. and Mayr himself attributes this to a “Vienna
clique” within the S.D. and Mayr himself influenced by his former associate and rival,
Gamotta. Mayr, as it happens, did manage through courier service to contact Kurkes (AOB,
Kürmes?), the leader of the party and trained saboteur, but the latter resisted any suggestion of
cooperation and appeared determined to run his own separate organisation. This undertaking
to which the cover name of “Anton” was given, remains at large.
It is known that the the S.D. have also planned another party for Persia, known as
“Berta” group, but it is still uncertain whether it has yet been landed. The party, with
numbers four, again included a trained saboteur as well as W/T operators.
This general review of German espionage ramifications in Persia will serve to show
the magnitude of the problem facing security authorities on the spot. Certainly the increased
risks which Allied supply routes now run act of sabotage should not be underestimated; for
example, C. in C. Persia/Iraq has recently reported that three Germans are proceeding with
sabotage material from Qashgai territory in the direction of Izeh where oilfields are located.
The interest of the S.D. is now taking Persia is a far cry from the days when Mayr was
first sent out and its present activities in the region weave an impressive design. Aimed, as
they are, at subverting the local people and carrying out the sabotage of strategic supply
routes, they follow the pattern of earlier S.D. expeditions to North Africa and of those at
present in operation in South Russia. The Mayr case shows the S.D. working along parallel
but at the same time competing lines with the Abwehr; and because the former, unlike the
latter, is not primarily concerned with immediate operational plans of the O.K.W., the S.D.
aided by their apparent greater efficiency in methods, would appear to-day to be successful
displacing the Abwehr in Persia, as it may yet well do in the Middle East area generally.
11th November 1943.
↓
↓
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A.J. Kellar

KV 2/1479-3, page 57

Extract from 1st Detailed Interrogation on Müller, Leader of Mammut Expedition,
Captured in Iraq, June 1943.
N.B. AGT = Müller
S.D. Expedition to Kurdistan.
Was due to about the same time as the Mammut Expedition. At the end of May 43 Capt.
Gartenfeld told AGT that several S.D. Expeditions were due to leave in the hear future. One
of these men was bound to Kurdistan (AOB, = Ramzi) and would be given priority over
AGT’s Group, which would therefore be unable to leave before July 43 at the earliest, if
indeed it were not cancelled altogether.
Method of Transport: Probably bu Ju 290.
Organisation & Preparation: S.D. (Obersturmbannfüher Schellenberg & Graefe.
Franz Mayr Expedition.
Probable date of departure: End of 1943.
Destination: Territories of the Qashgai tribes. Franz Mayr had hidden himself in the Razir
Khan’s country.
Organisation & Preparation: S.D. AGT knew Franz Mayr to be a member of S.S.
Execution: In January 43 AGT heard from Sonderführer Dr. Wagner that they (probably
meaning ABW) had received a message from Mayr via Turkey asking for a W/T set and
money.
Gamotta.
Destination: Northern Qashgai country, not far from the Bakhtari country. (A different
destination from that of Franz Mayr).
Personnel: Only Gamotta known – may be a member of Abw. II
Equipment: Nature unknown. AGT has heard, however, of collaboration between S.D. and
Abw. II for delivery of W/T sets to the Qashgais. This would be explained by the fact that
Franz Mayr and Gamotta were both working the Qashgai area.
Organisation: Possibly Abw. II
Execution: No details known. AGT says that in Apr.43 he read a short notice in a German
newspaper stating that Gamotta had arrived at the Turkish frontier and been interned by the
Turks.
Qashgai W/T Expedition.
Name of Expedition: Unternehmen Qashgai-Funkgruppe. (AOB, incorrect)
Probably date of departure: Not known. Possibly in May 43, unless the expedition was
ultimately cancelled altogether.
Destination: Gashgai country.
Pesonnel: ¾ men. The Leader of the group was probably a member of S.D. The W/T
operators possibly organised from the Signals Coy. Of Sonderverband Brandenburg, Berlin
Krummelanke.
Equipment: W/T set. Make unknown.
Method of Transport: Probably Ju 290. Sonderführer Wagner Abw. II? And Lieut. Figulla,
tried desperately to find ways and means of having A/C (AOB, = aircraft) over the huge
distance safely and find a place on the tableland between Qashgai and Bakhtiari country
which could still be reach by Ju 290.
Organisation & Preparation: Abw. II/OR? Sonderführer Wagner, in collaboration with S.D.
About March 43 a joint meeting between Abw. and S.D. members took place in order to
organise a mission. 12th March 43 Lieut Bender mention the name “Unternehmen Qashgai
Funktruppe” in this connection.
Objectives: To provide Gamotta and Franz Mayr with W/T sets and operators.
Execution: No definite facts known. The Expedition probably landed safely.

Qashgai Supply Expedition.
Probable date of departure: Unknown. But in any case this expedition had not left at the time
of AGT’s departure on 16th June, 1943.
Destination: Qashgai country.
Equipment: Arms and ammunition and propaganda material
Method of Transport: Ju 290
Organisation: S.D. Himmler had provided the Ju 290 for this expedition.
Objectives: Delivery of arms and ammunition to the Qashgai to fortify their morale. (AOB,
festigung der Moral)
Execution: The date of departure was postponed because the Führer’s sanction was needed
for flights over Turkish territory.
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